
STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS, NASCAR ’98, ZERO DIVIDE, WINTER HEAT, NHL ’98 
THE LOST WORLD: AM3 INTERVIEWED! MAXIMUM FORCE... AND MORE! 

EXCLUSIVE! 

(Playable Demos 
< STEEP SLOPE SLIDERS 

< SEGA TOURING CAR -- 

< WORLDWIDE SOCCER ’98 
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Coming Soon 





Previews 

Reviews 

Regulars 

Playing Tips 
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[Exclusive 1 

Full-on Goxe Fast blast-a-thon fxom Hell! 
House of the Dead rocks on Saturn! 



Official: 4MB cazt is go! 
X-Men vs Street Fighter is getting an official release in early 1998 ■ 4MB upgrade bundled with 

the game ■ Price point set at £49.99 ■ A new age of arcade perfect Saturn gaming is coming! 
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Winter Wonderland 
Decathlete sequel almost finished ■ Latest ST-V game to hit Saturn since Die Hard Arcade ■ 



SATURDAY MORNING 

THIS NEW CLEARASIL COMPLETE REALLY 

WORKS. I USE IT EVERY DAY AND LOOK AT ME! 
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Virtual Pets on Saturn! 



THE ULTIMATE IN 
CHEATS / TIPS / AND SOLUTIONS FOR 

CONSOLE GAMES 
0891-318-400.INFORMATION LINE & INDEX OF ALL SERVICES 
0891-318-401 .PLAYSTATION CHEATS / CODES / HELP 
0891-318-402.PLAYSTATION LUCKYDIP CHEATS “N” TIPS NEW 
0891-318-403.ADVENTURE GAMES / DISCWORLD: 1&2 & MORE 
0891-318-404.RES / EVIL & ADVENTURE GAMES 
0891-318-405 .PLAYSTATION NEW RELEASE HELPLINE 
0891-318-406.TOMBRAIDER 1 & II FULL SOLUTION & CHEATS NEW 

. SATURN CHEATS & TIPS 
. NUCLEAR STRIKE / ROSCO / LOST WORLD & LOTS MORE NEW 

. PLAYSTATION CHEATCODES / THE DOGS BOLLOX 

MORTAL KOMBAT III, CODES / MOVES / CHEATS NEW 
. CROC / FULL SOLUTION *CHEATS* 
. MORTAL COMBAT II / CODES / CHEATS & MOVES 
. PLAYSTATION MEGA HELP / TIPS / CHEATS 
. HUGE SEGA SATURN CHEATS & TIPS AREA NEW 

VIDE0CD 
FOR SATURN 
MPEG CARTRIDGE + 
5 DISCS = £169.99 

CALL THE UK'S 
BIGGEST VIDEO CD 

SUPPLIER...MCNO LTD 
TEL: 01206 751143 
FAX: 01206 751198 

as 

Then swap it fora Kerentone 
£5 
SWAPS 
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NEXT MONTH 
SSMgoesinto1998 with a reality-rending line¬ 
up of software both ON and IN the magazine! 
We’ll be looking at the brilliant Panzer 
Dragoon Saga in its final, four CO glory and 
letting you know all about it Additionally, we 
take a close look at the ice cool sports sensation that 
is Winter Heat! Perhaps best of all is our exclusive 
expose of the awe-inspiring Burning Rangers - Sonic 
Team's latest and perhaps greatest Saturn title! We’ve 
also got plans for more stunning cover-mounted CD 
action! If all goes to plan well have a compilation of 
games old and new (mostly new) from one of the indus¬ 
try’s greatest developers! No promises mind, but if 
our current plans come to fruition we guarantee you 
MUCH AWESOMENESS! Oh yes. 

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 
FEBRUARY 1998 ISSUE, 
OUT14th JANUARY! I % 



SSM/TWIX PROMOTION 

h BREAK ^OMTHE i'fop.w ” 

We Have a -4HM 

Winner! 



COMPETITION 

24 Hours 
lo Beat 

The World! 

JMLER 





















Yeah, we all loved the original Rampage coin-op (and 
Spectrum and Commodore versions alike), but that 
was over a decade ago. Has Rampage still got what it 
takes to be a winner? 

Rampage 
World Tour 



mas 



1 & B 
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The title's huge, the men are huge, their stomachs are 

huge and their fighting-pants are quite frankly 

gigantic! But will All Japan Pro-Wrestling Featuring 

Virtua be equally massive? 





\mmmm 
TAITO / MEDIAQUEST Fact one: there are literally hundreds of Japanese shoot 

'em ups. Fact two: most of them are complete rubbish. 

Fact three: Raystorm is awesome. Fact four: it's coming 

to the Saturn under the name Layer Section 2. 



Bunas 
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Big robots. We like big robots, and the fact that 

they're fighting each other in a supreme robotic 

battle to the death is enough to, quite literally, get 

us erect with anticipation... 





First the bad nevus - Virgin have decided not to release 

NHL PowerPlay '98 on the Saturn... damn them. The 

good news though, is that Sega are about to publish it 

themselves under the name of NHL All-Star Hockey '98. 

NHL All-Star 
Hockey’98 
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There's only one sport less exciting than Cricket and 

Baseball, and that's the one Sega are trying to sell us 

this Christmas - Basketball. But hold on a second, this 

game actually looks pretty good... 

NBA 
Action ‘98 









WORDS OF WARNING 





With the leakage of the so-called "Dural" specs on the Internet, Q+A has 
been alive with fairly intelligent next generation based queries this issue. Read 
the first letter, digest the response and trust us when we say that as soon as 
something CONCRETE is confirmed, you will be the first to read it here in SSM. 
Until then, send more brain-taxing questions to NO DURAL QUESTIONS HONEST, 
Q*A, 37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ or email ssm.qa@ecm.emap.com. And 
remember: please be interesting! You're more likely to get your letter printed. 





On the CD... 
SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE guarantees Its readers the very best in demo CD based activities. After the triumph that was Christmas 
NiGHTS, SSM is proud to herald the arrival of Sega Flash Volume #6 - an all-new collection of excellent demonstration software! 
We daresay that you've probably loaded up the disc already, but for completion's sake here's a quick rundown of what's on offer 
with this awesome CD! Kneel... and tremble! 
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Wacky snowboarding terms 

\
 



Henchmen 
of the 
Apocalypse! 

















Battle Royale! 
X-Men vs Street Fighter: What Would Really Happen? 



III? !«fi! 



Exclusive! AM3 Interview 
SSM always brings you the interviews other magazines only dream of, 
and this month is no exception. Dino-dude WARREN HARROD reports. 









COMPETITION 

Well-Stacked! 
wail 
A Sega Saturn, 
signed Jo Guest 
pictures and 
JVC goodies! 





l» l —» 1 Board stupid? Don't be. Sega's first Saturn 

| RELEASE | JANUARY | 1 PLAYERS snowboarding game is a blast. So grab your winter 

»»«>»»■= 11»»« l *»».99 if t woollies, furry moon boots and ridiculous tea-cosy hat 

I & 11»™ i snowboarpIhq | and head out on the piste. 

Steep Slope 
Sliders 
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Virtua Cop is the coolest game ever. Not only was it 

a great game, but it also used the gun, which made it 

ever cooler. Maximum Force uses the gun as well - 

cool by association? 
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I., | electronic abt» ] SSM's coverage of Electronic Arts' annual sports 

|.Eii.si i out now | r^ir updates continues apace this month with the arrival of 

I ■»«»»»« 11«» I «»»•»« I 1 It I NASCAR '98. Will it make up for the disappointment of 

Idl m | mu | racimo sim | Sega Touring Car Championship? 





SEGA SATURN" tips 
Tips make you go mad. When a new game comes into the office I don't care about the graphics, whether it's fun to play, or even if it's 
any good. All I want to know Is has it got any codes, and can you ‘be’ the boss. If you have a similar obsession, write to us at: I'm 
obsessed with the Saturn Magazine Tips Department, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle of Dogs, London E14 9TZ. If we're feeling particularly gen¬ 
erous there might even be some free games going spare to one lucky tipstrel... 





Secrets Out <333 3 
So begins SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE'S Tips Coverage of the epoch-making 3D shoot 'em up - Quake! This month we reveal the hidden 
exits to all four secret levels. Next issue we begin a thorough guide to every secret on every level - collect all of them throughout the 
game and you get a special ending courtesy of Lobotomy Software. Any road up, enough of this small talk... let’s get started! 





PLAYERS GUIDE 



Sonic R 
Players Guide 

As with Sonic Team's previous smash-hit Saturn success - NiGHTS, there's far more to Sonic R than meets the eye. A wealth of hidden 
extras have been included and SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE can now reveal each and every one of 'em! LEE NUTTER did all the leg work. 



R
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PLAYERS GUIDE IM 

level 1: Resort Island 
Play as Mecha-Sonicl 

PLAY AS 
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level 2: Radical City 
Play as Media-Tails! 



level 3: Regal Ruins 
Play as Mecha-Robotnik! 



ll PLAYERS GUIDE] 

level 4: Reactive Factory 
Play as Mecha-Knuckies! 



PLAYERS GUIDE 

MUWB SUPER 

Ultimate Guide 3B30S 
The game's out now and it's bloody awesome! Marvel Super Heroes is one of the greatest Saturn titles money can buy... and our 
coverage of said game ain't too bad either! Following on from last month's introductory combo guide, this issue we go specific, 
with the low-down on each of Marvel's finest! 















I PLAYERS GUIDE 



I After last issue’s mammoth JAMMA show coverage, Coin-Operated takes a slight change of pace this month with 
part one of the complete Lost World arcade guide. If you’ve not yet played AM3’s awesome light gun shooter, take 
WARREN HARROD’s definitive guide with you and defeat those dinos in style! 
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Out NOW 
SONIC R 

Sonic R and Sega Rally. But having played the finished 

the original coin-op was too difficult to get into (and the 

I former, but nothing can remedy the latter. The bottom 
! line is that this game just doesn't look good enough. 
! it's a step up from the original Daytona but light years 
j away from the Rally engine The thing is. there doesn't 










